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how information systems perform ,

what controls information flow ,

and on what terms what information is
made available to users to meet their
needs for the knowledge and understand-
ing required to participate fully in our
society.

Of central importance is the question of
INTRODUCTION who holds how much power over whom.

It is the aim of the Harvard Program
on Information Technologies and Public

The public has a vitai interest in the rapid Policy to develop an understanding of in-
and fundamental changes occurring in. formation systemb and information tech-

The Information Industries
Approximate Grdss Revenues.

Estimates gathered from U.S. govern-
ment, trade associations and other
sources; all figures in current dollars;
double counting not eliminated.

nologies and to use that understanding to
illuminate public discussions of informa-
tion policy.

This is the first volume of a two-
volume annual report, the third the Pro-
gram has issued In this volume we sum-
marize the scope of the Program (Section
2). This volume also reports on the pur-
pose of the Program (Section 3), and
offers fairly detailed commentary on how
we go about our work (Section 4,
Appendix).

The second volume of the annual
report describes the specific research
activities undertaken by the Program in
pursuing the broad objectives described

Broadcast television
Cable television
Broadcast radio
Telephone
Telegraph
Specialized common carriers
Satellite carriers
Mobile radio systems- '
Motion pictures
Organized sports, theaters, etc.
Computer software suppliers
Computer service suppliers
U.S. Postal Service
Private information delivery services
Newspapers; wire services
Periodicals (including newsletters)
Business consulting services
Advertising
Marketing
Brokerage industries
Book publishing and printing
Libraries
Schooling
Research and development
Federal information institutions

L'ensus Bureau
National intelligence community
National Technical Information Service
Social Security Administration
County agents

Banking and credit
Insurance
Legal services

U. S. Gross National Product

5

FIGURE 1.

(in billions of dollars)

1970 1971 1972 1973

2.8 2.8 3.2 3.5
0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5

1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5

18.2 20.0 22.4 25.5

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6
3.8 3.8 NA NA
4.4 NA NA NA

1.9+ 2.4+ 3.0+ 3.7+

6.3 6.7 7.9 8.3

0.7+ 0.8+ 1.0+ 1.2+
7.0 7.4 7.8 8.3
3.2 3.4 3.5 3.7
0.9 1.1 NA NA
7.9 7.6 NA NA

32.4 37.7 41.3 43.4

40.6 47.4 54.4 NA
3.4 3.7 3.9 4.1

2.1 NA 3.6 NA
70.0 76.3 83.2 89.5

26.5 27.3 29.2 30.6

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

4.0+ NA NA NA
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4

0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5

61.1 68.9 76.8 NA
92.6 103.5 121.4 NA

8.5 9.0 NA NA

977.1 1,055.5 1,155.2 1,294.9



4 in this booklet , it also tells about our of
torts to pass alon9 our findings to the
general public and the interested parties
in the policy issues we have studied, and
it includes a Irst of available Program
publications

THE SCOPE OF THE.PROGRAM

The Information Industries

Information pervades all organized activ-
ity Information is as vital a resource as
energy or matter It does not warm us of
shield us from the elements. but it is all
around us, filling our heads, our files, and
the memories of our computers Its char-
acteristics are unique, its possibilities
are endless, it is ill-understood, but it
must be understood

Some of the members public and
private of the present conAellation :Jr
information industries u. c illustrated in
Figure 1 A common trait of the listed ac-
tivities is that, in each case. information
is the primary or sole output Excluded
from the table, but important as informa-
tion users, are all the industries where in-
formation processing however impor-
tant, is incidental to producing such
primary outputs as cars or haircuts

The Social Security AdMinistration,
the county agent system and the banking
insurance, securities and legal service
industries are listed to mark the border-
line suggested by such a primary busi-
ness test' Whether the output of these
industries is information or something
else is arguable Howevei, each indus-
try s "production line is essenbaliy
nothing other than an information pro-
cessing line

These information industrie.r, occupy
an unusual public- private milieu with
regulation on varying scales and of vary-
ing intensities They employ mIllions of
people, deal in billions of dollars and use

varying technologies to achieve diverse
missions Each has developed indepen-
dently with little reference to any but di-
rect competition

As a group, they have grown in step
with the vast increase in the sheer
amount of information processing that
has occurred in the last 30 years As
Figure 2 shows, while population grew at
an average rate of 1 5 percent a year
between 1940 and 1970, the number of
checks written went up 6 7 percent a
year, the number of motor vehicle regis-
trations went up at the rate of 4 percent,
the number of individual federal tax re-
turns grew at 5.8 percent a year, pass-
ports issued, at 16 percent, individual
social security payments, at 17 1 percent
Improvements in electronics have greatly
increased our capacity to handle informa-
tion and greatly reduced the costs of
handling information, but the growth of
the information industries and of labor
engaged in information occupations (Fig-
ure 3) reflect changes in society far be-
yond mere technological innovation.

Until recently, virtually all attempts
to study the information industries have
concentrated on particular cases and not
on the basic functions of information
industries. on diversity rather than at tin-
ily The notion of the importance of think-
ing about basic functions and not only
about particular cases is not yet widely
accepted in the realm of information ser-
vices, but it has been usefully applied
elsewhere As competition grew trom
aluminum, plywood. plastics, glass fiber,

other materials, steelmakers came
slowly to understand that they were sup-
prying only one of many structural ma-
terials, and that many of steel s functions
could be fulfilled by alternate materials
Similarly. most railroad men have learned,
,,ometirries forobly, that trains are but one
of several competing modes of transpor-
tation O. coal, electricity, radioactivity,
the iwirid and the sun are alternate, com-
peting sources of energy

Alterations in the relations between
oil and coai in the energy industries, or
among trains, boats and pipelines in the
transportation industries clearly have
large implications 10r public policy
Changes in the relations between infor-
mation industries (Figure 4) may have a
similar impact on the public

Today, major political, economic
and technological factors are altering or
eiiminating the historic barriers between
information industries (Figure 5) and mak-
ing new alternatives available to informa-
tiOn users Most notable are the vast in-

creases since World War II both in trans-
actions entailing information processing
and in the capability and reliability of
electronics, increases that go hand in
hand with large decreases in the costs of
electronic technologies What therefore
happens to one information industry
strongly af fdcts not only all the others,
but also the public generally These rela-
tionships *have not been widely recog-
nized and little is known about their
effects on either the industries or the
public

The Information Techno:ogies

The story of the growth since World War II
of alternate technological and institutional
means for creating, storing, processing,
distributing and using information is
mainly, though by no means exclusively,
the story of electronics

Figure 2 speaks volumes about how
public and private transactions affecting
millions of people and entailing massive
information processing have increased in
the past three decades, whether driven
by. or driving, simultaneous advances in
information technologies Changing pat-
terns of world trade in the products of
electronic technologies are illustrated in
Figure 6

Advances in electronics continue
swiftly in both the private and the public
sectors For example, in the public sec-
tor, defense research and development is
still an important factor in electronics
today, as it was in the development of
electronic computers According to testi-
mony by the Pentagon's Director of De-
fense Research and Engineering. "mili-
tary-oriented electronics technology con-
tinues to be one of our fastest moving and
most productive areas of applied re-
search and development.' accounting for
$216 million or nearly 15 percent of the
$1,474 million budgeted for the "total
technology-base effort" in fiscal year
1974

John 5 Foster, in Hearings on Cost Escala-
tion in Defense Procuiement Contracts and
Military Posture and HR 6/22", Committee on
Armed Services, House of Representatives,
93rd Congress. First Session, 1973, p. 701,
Another estimate has it that the Pentagon s
dliect and indirect outlays for electronics and
materials R&D will top $3 2 billion in fiscal 1974

The total, approximately 40% of the De-
partment of Defense's $8 1 blown in planned
R&D expenditures for the year, is not only the
laigest R8 D outlay by far of any Federal
Agency, its electronics content exceeds that of
an other agencies combined In fact, Fed-
eral support of electronics technology is as
pervasive as electronics itself Electronics,
Oct 25.1973, p 200



The technological bases of com-
puters and telecommunications are in-
creasingly similar and both of these tools
are increasingly pervasive as means for
controlling and linking hitherto separate
old and new technologies, The notes on
merging technologies illustrate how this
is a major factor in making the functions
that information industries perform and
the technologies they use both less dis-
tinguishable and more interchangeable.

The increasing pervasiveness of
electronics owes much to massive in-
creases in capability accompanied by
equally massive decreases in costs, both
in absolute terms and in comparison with

Average Annual Growth of
Various Transactions.

Increases in the volume of annual
transactions. Adapted from Alan F.
Westin and Michael A. Baker, Data-
banks in a Free Society (a report of the
Computer Science and Engineering
Board, NationalAcademyof Sciences),
Quadrangle Books, New York, 1972,
pp. 224-227. The GNP growth rate is
based on GNP expressed in constant
dollars.

Percent of U.S. Labor Force
in Information Occupations.

Growth in information-processing ser-
vice occupations is the major :actor in
the increase of all service occupations
relative to industrial and agricultural
occupations. This finding by Edwin B
Parker and Marc Porat is based on
their analysis of U. S Bureau of Labor
Statistics data (Social Implications of
Computer/Telecommunications Sys-
tems, Report No 16. Program in Infor-
mation Technology and Telecommuni-
cations, Center for Interdisciplinary
Research, Stanford University. Feb-
ruary 1975)

older information, technologies. For ex-
ample, computing speed increased by a
factor of one hundred million-to-one be-
tween the 40's and the 70's. By the end of
the decade, a transistor could "be about
as cheap as a word printed on the page of
a hard-cover book "2

The cost per component (mostly
transistors) of the first rudimentary in-
tegrated circuits made around 1960 was
about one dollar. By 1973, this cost had
dropped to about one cent and it is pre-

2Wiiham C Hittenger, "Metal-Oxide Semi-
conductor Technology , Scientific American,
August, 1973, p, 481f

AVERAGE ANNUAL
GROWTH 1940-1970

6.7%

dicted to drop to about 003 cent by 1980,
a ratio of thirty thousand-to-one in two
decades 2 In the same time span, the
number of components per integrated
circuit is expected to grow by a factor
between one hundred thousand and one
million-to-one Similar factors in other
dimensions are illustrated in Figures 7
and 8 In electronics, large increases in
capability and large decreases in cost go
hand-in-hand, along with significant in-

creases in reliability
At present, many of the information

industries do not produce or control the
production of their technology A notable
exception is the telephone industry

TYPE OF TRANSACTION

Checks written
6.2 Telephones in use

17.1 Individual Social Security payments
5.8 Individual federal tax returns
3.5 Public welfare recipients

14.3 Airline passengers
3.8 Persons entering hospitals for treatment
9.5 Persons covered by private hospitalization Insurance
4.0 Motor vehicle registrations

16.0 Passports issued
5.2 Students enrolled in colleges and universities
3.7 Applications received for federal employment
8.3 New York Stock Exchange transactions
3.6 Pieces of mall handled, U. S. Postal Service
6.5 Abstracts produced by Chemical Abstracts Service
1.5 U. S. population
3.9 U. S. gross national product

FIGURE 2.
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6 American Telephone and Telegraph owns
Bell Laboratories and Western Electric
for research, development and manu-
facturing General Telephone and Elec-
tronics owns GTE Laboratories, Auto-
matic Electric, Lenkurt and Sylvania

The details and trends of common
control patterns vary among major infor-
mation technology suppliers such as
Eastman Kodak, Hughes. IBM, RCA,
Xerox, etc But, with some ex,:.6ptions
(see Figure 9). these suppliers now are
generally still distinguishable (both by
function and institutionally) from the in-
dustries whose output is information it-
self The structure and performance of
these supplying industr.es is also a matter
of importance to the Program since the
relationship between technology sup-
pliers and information systems is a factor
in understanding how patterns of com-
petition, function allocation and public
intervention in the information industries
affect the public

A COHERENT VIEW OF
INFORMATION RESOURCES

Historically, patterns of information use.
of market structure. of public interven
lion. of analysis and of evaluation have
developed independently in the infoima

Mail and Telephone Use Increases;
Telegraphy Declines.

Information functions shift from one in-
formation industry to another These
charts, adapted from -Communica-
tion- by John R Pierce (Scientific
American, September 1972. p 37).
indicate a decline in telegraphy in
recent years and a rapid growth in
mail and telephone communication
Note that the charts are not compar-
able, and that two scales are super-
imposed in the chart on mail and
phone usage

/00

Lion industries Presumably, these pat-
terns were adapted to the particular
users. markets and technologies of each

However, the record of the past
decade suggests that the information
industries are becoming increasingly
intertwined (Figure 5)

This growing interchangeability and
indistinguishability is a natural develop-
ment because all information systems
perform one or more of the following
basic functions

creating information

storing information

411 processing information

distributing information

O using information

These inforrniation functions, of course,
pervade all i'rganized activity In the in-
formation industries, however. they are
primary functions Elsewhere, they are
incidental to some other primary role
Even the massive information processing
performed by railroads or supermarkets
qualities them as important infur.mation
users. but not necessarily as information
industries

As the primary functions of the in
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formation industries overlap, so do the
technologies available to perform these
functions There are many more alternate
technological means for creating, stor-
ing, processing, distributing and using
information than there were at the close
of World War II, or even just five years
ago Consequently, many varied combina-
tions of hitherto separate information in-
dustries are jockeying for control of old
and new turf, thus raising specific busi-
ness questionssuch as those found in
Figure 10

The need for a coherent view of in-
formation systems, for a look at the pro-
cesses that mold the structure and per-
formance of information industries as a
group, can be best indicated by illustrat-
ing the stormy waves that shifting infor-
mation functions among industries might
drive across hitherto distinct industries
and the general public

For example, were increases in the
electronic transfer of funds substantially
to affect the volume of transactions
carried in the mail (Figure 11), this could
substantially alter the patterns of paying
for both the mail (Figure 12) and the tele-
phone (Figure 13), as well as the relation-
ships among financial institutions and
their clients The general public could be
affected directly through the price of
stamps and phone calls, and indirectly
through changes in the costs of mail and
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phone services as seen by newspapers,
television networks and book publishers
among many others.

Established relationships among the
players in any one game, illustrated for
telecommunications in Figure 14, could
be upset by the entry of players from
other affected games with different rules
Thus, present differences in structure, in
jurisdiction, in legal and other traditions
among the information industries are as
important to understanding how their
interacting affects the public as are the
growing similarities of basic functions

Some of the information industries,
for example newspapers and the tele-
phone companies, are primarily in the
private sector. Others are essentially in
the public sector, like the U S. Postal
Service and the Federal information insti-
tutions Still others are mixed, like li-

braries and schooling. Some, including
the telephone and telegraph companies
and the Postal Service, transfer informa-
tion without exerosing substantial control
over what content flows among users
Others, including television, newspapers,
book publishers and public schools

create, process and disseminate informa-
tion content

Different traditions of government
and other public intervention apply The
competitive book publishing and news-
paper industries have been affected in-
directly through devices such as taxation
or postal rates (which side-step judg-
ments as between "w thy" and "un-
worthy" publications that might interfere
with the protection extended to content
by the First Amendment) and directly as
through censorship The telephone and
telegraph companies are monopolies sub-

Notes on Merging Technologies. FIGURE 5.

Once upon a time, telephone technology seemed to be what the telephone
industry used to supply telephone service. But the scientific and tech-
nological foundations of telephone systems and of computer systems are
now merging as both increasingly rely on the same large-scale integrated
digital technology for their information transmission, storage, processing
and control functions. The boundary between telecommunication and
data-processing functions has been the subject of a major inquiry by the
FCC, but the issue is still wide open.

Motion pictures once meant only film technology, but motion pictures are
now routinely recorded, stored and played back on either film or videotape,
often under the control of computers. Digital recording of pictures exists,

but is not yet routine. Once upon a time motion pictures had to be,physi-
catty "bicycled" to theatres. Now they may also be electrically broadcast
over the air or sent over telephone company or cable television lines to
theatres, hotels or homes.

Cable television relies on coaxial cables to retransmit broadcast television
material, including motion pictures, but also relies on microwave winless
technology to capture this material. Coaxial cables are also a major element
of the telephone network where they are used, among many other func-
tions, to transmit television pictures and computer data. Most computeri
also incorporate some coaxial cable. And, coaxial cable is by no means the
only technology suitable for non-broadcast distribution of either television
signals or computer data.

Printing, once associated exclusively with moveable, reusable slugs of
metal type, increasingly relies on computer-aided composition directly
onto film. Some visions of future home delivery of "newspapers" foresee
an all-electric operation from the moment a news Item !eaves a reporter's
hand at a keyboard, is transmitted over someone's wire or wireless service
for display to an editor working at a TV-like screen, is assembled with other
materials in a computer's storage medium and then is retransmitted over
someone's wire, microwave link, light pipe, laser beam or whatever to the
home television set of a reader who then has the option of capturing the
text permanently through some form of dry-copying or printing technology.

The Mailgram service links electrical transmission by the private sector
with on-foot transmission by the public sector into rr single system. Cus-

tomers of the telegraph company with teleprinters on their premises trent-
mit messages to post offices equipped with teleprinters where postal
employees remove messages, place them in envelopes and put them in the

first class mall stream.



8 jetted to economic regulation, but essen
flatly free from intervention as to content
over which. in any case. they have little
control Intervention in television content
is manifest through such devices as the
Fairness Doctrine,through governmental
pressure, and through the actions of con-
sumer groups before regulatory agencies
or the Courts The public schools are
instruments of state and municipal gov
ernments

The information industries are in-
exorably international All transactions
between nations rely heavily on informa
Lion transfer The International Telecom-
munications Union and the International
Postal Union are among the oldest arenas
of international cooperation, but in keep-
ing with the times, their proceedings
have become Increasingly politicized

The pattern of information resource
development in the United States differs
sharply from that for most of the rest of
the world Nuwhere else is the private
sector so predominant. Most developed
Lountries have their postal, telephone.
and te'egraph industries united in a single
government ministry The under-
developed countries are all pursuing the
establishment of national and interna-
tional telecommunications and broad-
casting. placing very large hopes on in-
formation as a vehicle of national con-
sciousness and development.

Because of the differing patterns of
structure. jurisdiction and tradition among
information industries and across national
borders. a shift in the performance of
some basic information function from one
information industry to another entails

specific poutical and legal questions and
not only classical economic questions
about returns to scale, price-setting
mechanisms and so on These questions
are illustrated in Figure 15.

The specific business, political and
legal questions irlustrate broader under-
lying questions. Information. materials
and energy are the fundamental re-
sources essential to the physical and
spiritual well-being of every living
creature Profound technological
changes characterize au three realms.
The aiready enormous and still forthcom-
ing increases in the capacity and de-
creases in the cost of electronic informa-
tion-processing devices may efface con-
temporary time and distance on a global
scare and profoundly aster information
flow over historical time The very context

FIGURE 6. Changing Panama of World Trado
in Electronics Products

IMPORTS EXPORTS BALANCE
(in millions of dollars)

The trends in U S imports and exports
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS in three categories of electronics

goods. as tabulated by Paul Pohshuk.
1967 562 98 -464 Office of Telecommunications. U S
1970 1,274 144 -1,130 Department of Commerce. from data
1971 1,487 169 -1,318 in the Department's U S Industrial
1972 1,993 231 -1,762 Outlook. 1975
1973 2,259 318 -1,941
1974 2,100 300 -1,800
1975 (est.) 2,400 320 -2080

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT

1967 31 46 +15
1970 55 76 +21
1971 79 61 -18
1972 86 77 -9
1973 125 113 -12
1974 157 150 -7
1975 (est.) 170 180 +10

COMPUTERS AND CALCULATING EQUIPMENT

1967 59 475 +416
1970 180 1,237 +1,057
1971 232 1,262 +1,030
1972 348 1,342 +994
1973 344 1,717 +1,373
1974 382 2,315 +1,933
1975 (est.) 440 2,780 +2,330
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of all other questions may thereby be
altered, as illustrated by some of the
underlying questions being asked (Fig-
ure 16).

ADDRESSING PUBLIC POUCY
THE PROGRAM'S PURPOSE

On the premise that clarity will serve
everyone better than the present muddle.
the Program aims to develop an under-
standing of information systems and
information technologies and to use that
understanding to illuminate public discus-
sion of information policy and the informa-
tion industries.

This means

finding the facts about what happens
now and how it came to be that way, by
addressing the specific business, political
and legal questions raised in the preced-
ing section as well as the implied under-
lying questions:

identifying and addressing basic policy
questions, like those in Figure 17, about
who is likely to get what. when. how, and
working out significant options and their
likely consequences by considering a
wide range of policy instruments. as illus-
trated in Figure 18,

presenting these facts, options and
consequences to government, industry
and the general public in Intelligible and
timely fashion

The Program seeks to frame and
present options and consequences that
are significant for the mglected middle
term, two to ten years ahead Questions
relevant to that period can be recognized
as such. but have usually not been
asked, policy options are concrete

Costs of Att.rnate Methods of
Information Transmission.
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FIGURE 7.

Cost trends for teriestial transmission
of information are down while carrying
capacity is up Paired cable is the
original telephone technology still in
use, the others are later develop.
ments The increases in the handling
capacity of the four transmission sys-
tems represent developments over
time as well as technical improve-
ments The investment costs are ex-
pressed as a range This chart is
adapted from staff papers prepared for
the President's Task Force on Com-
munications Policy, 1969



10 enough to be meaningfully discussed, but
they have not yet been foreclosed; the
consequences of choice are not so re-
mote from the present as to defy any but
the most speculative projections.

In the short term, we bow to the
consultants, and draw on their work and
expertise. In the long term, we bow to
the academic and professional discip-
lines, and draw on their work and
expertise.

In addressing the middle term, the
Program seeks to be responsive enough
to the perceptions of policy players to be
relevant to matters seen as important,and
intellectually independent enough to
examine both the perceived importance
and the appropriateness of different ways
of addressing these matters

The procedures the Program follows

toward these objectives are described in
the next section.

ADDRESSING PUBLIC POLICY
THE PROGRAM'S PRACTICES

APPROACH
TO RESEARCH

Methods

The Program's work draws extensively
both on conventional academic research
techniques and on the working relation-
ships established with affiliates and other
private and public individuals and organi-
zations. The Program has successfully
developed and used processes for ex-
changing data. ideas, commentary and
review with the latter This capability is
vital to research in an area where the
literature is sparse or unreliable

Some background mater.al is amen-
able to discovery by research in printed
sources within the University and out-

FIGURE 3.

ACCESS TIMES

Typical today:
Millions of bits

Expected in future:
to 1 billion (10') bits
to at least 1000 billion bits
to perhaps 100,000 billion bits

TYPICAL ON-LINE CAPACITIES

8 Tape units

8 Disk units

IBM Photo-digital store

Precision instrument Co.
Unicon 890

"New" disks

Optical technology

Electron beam technology

SOME ROUGH COSTS

Paper

Microfilm

Present disks

Future high capacity stores

10-100 milliseconds (10'3 sec.)

1-100 microseconds (10-4 sec.)
100 milliseconds (10-' sec.)
1-10 seconds

2 1-5 billion (10') bits

cc 1-5 billion bits

500 billion bits

0
a) 1000 billion bits

4-20 billion bits

100-10,000 billion bits

100-1,000,000 billion bits

0.1-10 million (10') bits/dollar

1-100 million bits/dollar

10,000 bits/dollar

1-100 minion bits /dollar
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Information Access Time,
Storage Capacity and Costs.

The capacity for handling information
will grow enormously in the next 30
years, judging from the technological
innovations already in the works Com-
puters process information in "bits".
each representing a "yes-or-no
answer. or the information represented
by a single hole in a punched card it
may take several bits to express a
word or number Access to this infor-
mationtaking it from the computer's
storage capacity and bringing it to the
area of the machine where it can be
manipulated is measured in the
number of bits that can be retrieved in
a given time "On-line" capacity
measures the amount of information
that can be kept on the machine, com-
parable to the capacity of an auto-
matic phonograph or a juke box To get
at more information you have to
change storage units manually. The
new technologies referred to utilize
magnetic bubbles, lasers, holography
or electron beams, which permit the
packing of larger amounts of informa-
tion into smaller spaces As for the
cost measure. a primary disadvantage
of the microfilm or punched paper
technologies is that the met um of
storage cannot be renewed. Estimates
are by John W Weil. Mass Storage
and DatabasesTechnical Implica-
tions for the Future, presented at
Institut de la Vie Conference. Bor-
deaux. 1970



side. This includes basic scientific, tech-
nical, economic and political information,
demographic data, analyses of trends,
and so forth, where well structured and
reliably documented by the theories and
methods of scholarly and professional
disciplines. This information is aug-
mented by other information available
only from participants in the field, includ-
ing self-descriptions, descriptions of the
technological state of the art, analyses of
actual situations, know-how. empirical
data, and perceptions as to the relative
weights of different factors.

The research group within Harvard
Univer'ity, on its own initiative or in re-
sponse to the suggestions of others,
frames issues and hypotheses, prepares
background documents and analyzes
data that are then taken to the partici-
pants in the field for review and criticism.
This cycle may be repeated several times
in the course of a project, intimately link-
ing the conduct of research and the
spreading of findings

Personnel

Rather than bringing together people of
different capabilities with equal mapage-
rial responsibilities, the Program brings
together people with equal intellectual
responsibilities, the reviewers, but with

project management centralized in the
project director

Project directors and staff come
from a variety of situations They run the
entire gamut of seniority from under-
graduates to full prOfessors or senior
persons from outside the University. They
may make themselves known to the Pro-
gram as researchers with a topic in mind,
or be discovered by the Program seeking
someone to work on a set topic. More
detail on the setting of priorities and topic
selection is given on page 13.

Affiliation

The Program has built a network of affilia-
tions with diverse individuals and organi-
zations in the field. Organizations pre-
sently affiliated are listed on the title
page.

In the beast cases. affiliation is a
working partnership. The affiliated or-
ganization is Opeeted to supply to the
Program some or all of the following .

O suggestions of topics for research
which ,t considers significant and amen-
able to investigation,

O basic, non-confidential data, espec-
ially -bout tell ,

Hardware/Software Cost Trends.

Hardware/Software cost trends in
computer systems show a pronounced
shift toward a higher proportion of soft-
ware costs. The tasks that any particu-
lar computer system actually does are
specified only in part by how the
physical system (hardware) is built.
Programs of instructions (software)
must be fed into the system to com-
plete the specification. This comple-
mentarity.(and, indeed, interchange-
ability) of hardware and software blurs
the boundary between technology sup-
pliers and the computer software
supply industry, which we count
among the information industries. The
trend estimates are by Barry Boehm,
in Software and its Impact: A Quanti-
tative Assessment, RAND paper
P4947, December 1972, p. 5.
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O informal comments and criticisms on
Program ideas and documents,

O financial support ,

O dissemination of Program materials to
the relevant people within the organiza-
tion.

O presence of members of the affiliate
on the review committees of projects of
mutual interest,

O informal communication between the
Program and affiliate staff members,

O informal referrals

The Program in turn undertakes to
supply to the affiliate

O copies of each faculty seminar and
colloquium announcement, and an open
invitation to attend ,

O one copy of each Program publica-
tion as it appears. Additional copies are
available on request

O informal communication between the
affiliate and Program staff ,

O data and comments on request ,

FIGURE S.

HARDWARE

\\\ \ \\\\\\
1970 1985



12 0 referrals,

O opportunity for the affiliate to suggest
research topics .

O use of theProgram's review procedures
on a highly selected basis.

._..._

Many individuals within affiliated
organizations have said that the greatest
benefit to them is the availability of our
work to all parties in policy making pro;
cesses This, they hope, will help upgrade
the quality of the decision-making pro-
cess generally

Affiliations usually begin with strong,
top-level personal contacts between the
affiliate and the Program The affiliate
then appoints someone to refer Program
materials to those people most con-
cerned with each specific document The
Program then sends out its materials as
described above When a match of inter-
est is found. communication becomes as
great as necessary sharing data, review-
ing drafts, exchanging opinions, pooling

Specific Business Questions.

What now determines ... ?

resources, etc The most effective form
of substantive exchange has been the
review process

Reviewing

The heart of the Program research and
dissemination process is review of its
materials by affiliates, by members of
Harvard University, and by diverse other
individuals

Effective reviewing consists of
getting candid criticism and appraisals
from several sources repeatedly through-
out the lite of a project.

For any protect, a group of re-

viewers is generally made up as follows

O persons representing each scholarly
discipline or field of expertise required for
a thorough treatment of the subject
Since many Program topics cross con-
ventional fields of knowledge, this fre-
quently pulls together such usually dis-
parate groups as, say, lawyers, engin-
eers. and business economists ,

FIGURE 10.

Who shall deliver motion picture entertainment to the public? Movie
houses, hotels, telephone companies, over-the-air broadcasters or cable-
casters? Whether transportation or telecommunications shall be used to
disseminate the pictures? Whether the service shall be paid for by adver-
tisers, by the viewers directly, through private or public subsidies or by
other means?

Whether data shall be carried from computer to computer or to and from
terminals in businesses or homes by telephone companies, specialized
common carriers, cable television systems, the Postal Service, or private
information delivery services? Who shall own the terminals and maintain
them to the users' satisfaction?

How services to learners will be allocated among the schools as we now
know them, libraries, broadcast or cable television, publishers or new Insti-
tutions, public or private?

Who among the banking, securities, telephone, telegraph industries, the
Postal Service and private information delivery services shall perform
which information services? (For example, semi, 40% of the mall deals with
financial transactions, so that the fates of the Postal Service and of pay-
ment mechanisms are intimately linked.) With how much supervision by
whom? The Federal Communications Commission, the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the Federal Reserve System, associated Congres-
sional committees or state authorities? Who shell set standards for media
and formats of data transfer and storage?

1 4
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O within each specialty, there is at least
one person from within Harvard Univer-
sity. and at least one from outside ,

O where material is potentially contro-
versial, there is at least one representa-
tive from each likely party to the dispute.

The material is submitted for review sev-
eral times during its life cycle It goes out
at least once while the work plan is being
drawn up It goes out at least once more
during the course of the work Mean-
while, informal communication between
the project director and his reviewers is
encouraged The Program requires that
its project directois take reviews seri-
ously The reviewers are considered to be
an intellectual board of drectors" for
the project In many or ojects, at least one
meeting of this group is schedUled

The Program has developed con-
siderable expertise in the packaging of
material for review so that a reviewer can
handle it without great demands on his
time Partly this means appropriate



brevity, partly taking the right level of
question to the right level of reviewer, and
partly asking people to comment on areas
where they are already knowledgeable
Outcomes of the review process have
been strategic commentary, such as
indications of the relative importance of
issues, and specific personal interactions
and data.

On the dissemination side, the
same process gets reviewers acquainted
with Program work while it is in progress
They see not only the parts germane to
their expertise, but the other parts as
well Along the way they gain the data and
background thinking that goes into the
work and also develop an informal rela-
tionship with the Program staff them-
selves experts m the field.

Because of this interaction, the
reviewers are involved with the work and
aware of its findings, because of this
interaction, the final report is a better
product for wider audiences.

Certain operational difficulties have
been faced in the past and solved or
alleviated

0 Will they cooperate'? The Program has
already built up a network of affiliated
organizations. Cooperation is one of the
terms of affiliation. The reviewing pro-
cess has been tested and tuned to where
it is quite productive for the Program and

of great enough mutual advantage for
"repeaters" to have become common
among reviewers

0 lsn t much of any organization's real
knowledge confidential and not given out?
The organizations and the Program are
both aware of the dangers of leaking con-
fidential information The Program has
security procedures to keep confidential
information within its own doors, and has
frequently been entrusted with it In addi-
tion, when some information is withheld
by organizations, their criticisms are
nonetheless based on it. We are capable
of inference. Whatever the intermediate
processes, however, Program research
is generally documented only from pub-
licly available sources or from authorized
and attributed quotations

0 Do the organizations "feed" advocacy
information to the Program to make it an
unwitting spokesman? They may "feed"
it to us, even intentionally, but we don't
have to "swallow" it. We want their point
of view. That is why they have been re-
cruited as affiliates but, in any given re-
search project, the points of view of all
interested parties are sought, no project
is so narrowly drawn as to allow its out-
come to grossly favoror to overlook
any special interests

What's in the Mail?

What's in the mail'? Using figures from
Toward Postal Excellence, the 1968 re-
port of the President's Commission on
Postal Organization, we can deduce
the existence of a large overlap be-
tween information handling in trans-
actions and the mails Some 60 per-
cent of all mail is sealed letters Thus,
we see from this table that if sealed
letters are primarily transactions and
correspondence, two-thirds of the
letter service may be devoted to
transactions

.1 5

Topic Selection

Within the scope of the Program, more
research is possible than will ever bp
done Priorities are set by a topic selec-
tion process intimately linked to affiliation
and reviewing

Topics for research originate in

either of two ways they may be sug-
gested to the Program (by an affiliate or
by a government request for proposal, for
example), or, a topic may be generated
by the Program management

Sometimes a topic comes simply as
an idea, and sometimes it comes accom-
panied by an individual who wishes to
pursue it. People and ideas are brought to
the Program's attention at the approxi-
mate rate of one a week.

Whatever its origin, any promising
topic goes through the following steps,
any of which may lead to redirection or
termination:

0 An initial project description is re-
viewed by the Program Director and
Executive Director, who usually request
the opinions of qualified reviewers inside
and outside the University,

0 The author makes a presentation at a
Faculty Seminar, including an advance
draft for all participants,

FIGURE 11.

Transactiona 40%
(Mail containing checks, bills,
statements of account, purchase
orders, etc )

Correspondence 22%

Personal 13%
Business 5%
Government 4%

Advertising 26%

Magazines and Newspapers 11%

Merchandise 1%



14 0 Taking the seminar into account, hie
author revises the draft This new draft in
turn is reviewed by the Program staff, and
may be returned to the author for further
revision ,

0 The draft is then formally circulated to
reviewers This is the beginning of the
forrnal review process Our instructions
to reviewers are reproduced in the
Appendix

The successful outcome of this
orocess is a work plan or proposal for-
mally accepted by the Program manage-
ment

This process draws the line be-
tween proposal writing and project work

FIGURE 12.

very t,onservatively, by us,ually imposing
a long gestation period on each project
Preparing a proposal generally entails
acquiring additional knowledge, espec-
ially if the work is to be done with the
breadth of competence called for by Pro-
gram strategy Such acquisition is usually
indistinguishable from the early stages
of research Except for the deadlines im-
posed by requests for proposals. there is
rarely a clearcut place to draw the line
between proposal writing and project
performance

In essence, therefore, the Program
asks its on questions and then. if nec-
essary. seeks funding to address them
Program management must run the idea
through the gauntlet of reviewers, but

REVENUES
(ATTRIBUTABLE + OVERHEAD

COSTS) AS PERCENT
OF ATTRIBUTABLE

ATTRIBUTABLE COSTS
COSTS IN

MAIL SERVICE S MILLIONS

1973 Total 4,903.1 200.7

First-class mail 2,414.2 189.6
Airmail 189.0 112.6
Priority mail 150.7 233.6

Second-class man 362.2 51.4
Publishers mail 356.7 50.7

Outside the county:
Regular rate publications 257.8 57.4
Other 68.4 27.2

Within the county and fees 30.4 46.7
Controlled circulation publications 20.5 179.5

Third-class mail 759.6 153.0
Bulk rate 624.3 159.3
Single piece rate and fees 135.3 124.0

Fourth-class mail 526.8 144.1

Zone rate mail 401.3 160.0
Parcels 386.0 158.6
Catalogs and fees 15.3 194.8

Special fourth class rate 116.0 97.2

Library rate and fees 9.5 43.2

Government mail 98.2 411.4

International mail 167.2 169.1

Special services 192.7 166.9

Other 2.2
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retains sole responsibility tot accepting
a project as the Program s

Reports

Although it would be foolish to prescribe a
standard format for Program reports.
some loose guideimes reflect the Pro-
gram's purposes and audiences

The Program does not recommend
policy. Academic recommendations sel-
dom carry much force , more significantly.
there is seldom only one policy to recom-
mend Instead, the Program wishes to
inform the public and other players of the
following

How is the Mail Paid For?

Controversies about postal rates
are mainly about how fairly service
benefits and price burdens are distrib-
uted over senders and recipients of the
different types of mail service

Overall, the U S Postal Service
meets its costs through revenues from
its users plus some direct Congres-
sional appropriations In postal ac-
counting. attributable costs are those
that vary with the volume of a service
or are otherwise a fairly clear conse-
quence of providing that service At-
tributable costs for 1973 were 4,903
million dollars Non-attributable "over-
head" costs were 4,937 milliOn dol-
lars, making the total costs - hence
the required revenues - 9,840 million
dollars. or 200 7 percent of the attrib-
utable costs.

Attributing attributable costs is
partly a technical matter, but assigning
overhead. burdens is wholly arbitrary.
If proportionality of overhead costs to
attributable costs is taken as the yard-
stick of fairness itself a controver-
sial policy choice - then, at the ex-
tremes/ government and priority mail
are teen to carry disproportionately
high pares of overhead costs and
pubfishers' and library mail dispropor-
tionately low shares (Data from
Statistical Abstract of the United
States, 1974, p 497 )



O what are the background data on the
area ,

O who are the significant players ,

O what are the forces on them ,

O what are the trends.

O what are the policy options,

O what are their likely consequences,
who is likely to gain and who likely to lose
by each

Each finished report is made avail-
able in a version in Englisk plain enough
for laymen. If the report is lengthy, there
is a short "executive summary".

APPROACH TO AUDIENCES

Since the Program wishes to make its
findings known to the general public, the
leading corporations producing or using
information resources, and governments
at all levels, the whole panoply from

rifle to shotgun is used to target its
findings. This includes the affiliation and

How are Telephones Paid For?

In mid 1974, for about $5 a
month, anyone in the United States
could make an unlimited number of
calls from his home telephone to any
of the other telephones in his local
service area, if these numbered 1,000
or less. If they numbered 1,000,000 or
more, the price was closer to $10 For
business telephones, which use es-
sentially the same plant and person-
nel, the prices ranged from about $10
to $25.

Regulators set total telephone
company revenues roughly equal to
total company operating costs plus a
return on their investment. However,
as with the Postal Service (Figure 12),
how fairly service benefits and price
burdens are distributed entails contro-
versial policy choices involving to
varying degrees the actors listed in
Figure 14. (Plotted from data in &-
change Service Telephone Rates in
Effect June 30, 1974, National Asso-
ciation of Regulatory Utility Commis-
sioners )

reviewing process, conventionei publi-
cation in scholarly or professional jour-
nals, in general magazines, and else-
where, presentations at conferences,
seminars or other meetings, and testi-
mony at legislative or regulatory hearings

APPROACH TO FINANCE

If the Program s contributions to policy
players are to be both trustworthy and
useful, then intellectual independence,
relevancy and timely productivity are all
essential.

In this light, the Program's approach
to finance may be described as seeking
intellectual independence through econo-
mic servitude to all.

To avoid the reality or even the
appearance of being in the pay of any
party with a stake in the policy issues it
studies, the Program seeks a multiplicity
of contributors, none with a majority or
even a strong minority position , none with
strings attached, and collectively repre-
senting a set of interests diverse enough
for pressures to cancel themselves out
Conversely, the Program can survive only

by being relevant and pluductive in the
eyes of a large enough group interested
in the scope of matters addressed by the
Program

In addition, the Program comprises
two parts. the Core Program, and the
Projects. The Core Program selects and
sustains the activities of the Program as a
whole The Core Program set; priorities,
defines new projects. rnauziains com-
munication, and fosters coherence and
synthesis in analyzing the problems of
information resources policy Each proj-
ect is devoted to a particular research
topic or set of topics, and follows a work
plan prepared within the Core Program
The Core Program and the Projects are
funded independently

The Core Program is supported by
the affiliates, in such a way that no sup-
porter supplies a majority, or even a
strong minority of the money. Money is
only accepted with no strings attached
other than the ties of substantive coop-
eration that bind the affiliation and review-
ing processes. In seeking affiliates, the
Program aspires to the following.

each major information industry Is
represented.

FIGURE 13.
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18 0 a competitor is represented tor eacr
contributor

a member of a c,ornpetiny industry is
represented for each contributor .

users are represented as vveil as sup-
pliers

and both public and private interests
are represented

A level of funding is sought so that
the Program has enough cash on hand to
sustain Me .,ateguards embod.ed in the
topic selection process described on
page 13 Enough casn is also desired so
Mat the Program may withstand lengthy

FIGURE 14.

contract negotiations One such negotia-
tion succeeded in removing restrictions
on the Program's right to publish under a
government contract In addition, the
Program wishes to build up a contingency
fund equal to one year s operating bud-
get so that it may survive temporary lean
per rods or shut down gracefully

The Program does not aspire to
wealth beyond these amounts, it peters
continuing tests of its utility Each affilia-
tion is renegotiated periodically, and ran-
dom attrition requires new affiliates, to be
sought out The continua' pressure to
convince the participants of the need foi
the Program prevents a tendency to drift
into irreievance or non-productivity

Each project must be funded on its

1

21

American Telephone and
Telegraph Company

(including Bell Laboratories and Wes-
tern Electric)

Bell Operating Companies

x5

1 Western Union xs

ca. 1800 Independent telephone companies 49

5+ Specialized common carriers x7

x1 Value-added service companies

x2 Teleprocessing service companies

x3 Electronics and business machine
companies

x8

x4 Trade associations

(National Association of Regulatory x9
Utility Commissioners, U S Inde-
pendent Telephone Association, North
American Telephone Association,

x10

Computer and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association, Electronic
Industries Association, etc 1 x11

1 Congress of the United States

1 Federal Communications
Commission

1 United States Postal Service
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own merits once a work plan ha- been
prepared within the Core Program. This is
another form of submittal to the acid test
of the marketplace Projects, like the
Core Program. must avoid the appear-
ance or reality of financial subjugation to
a party at interest Therefore, sources
like the private foundations, the gov-
ernment, or groups of companies are
approached with balances as for the
Core Program

An added virtue of the Program fin-
ancial strategy is that organizations,
having committed their funds to the Pro-
gram, are more likely to give it serious
attention This means both attention to
the Substantive side of the affiliation, and
attention to the Program findings

The Telecommunications and
Teleprocessing Players.

The principal players in the U.S do-
mestic telecommunications arena are
many and varied. sometimes at cross-
purposes, sometimes coalescing

Other federal executive agencies

(Internal Revenue Service, Rural Elec-
trification Administration, Rural Tele-
phone Bank, White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy. etc )

Courts

States

1 Municipalities (in Texas)

(regulatorS, legislators, consumer
agencies. etc )

Municipalities (Nationwide)

(local taxation, pole rights and other
rights-ofway. etc )

Investors supplying debt and equity
capital

Consumers

(including individuals, corporations,
consumer groups, and governments)

Foreign nations



APPENDIX

Review Guidelines

Review groups include both well-infoi ned
laymen and experts.

They serve as "intellectual boards
of directors" and aim to

411 enable projects to pass muster in all
disciplines and enterprises they touch
on,

help find pertinent collaborators and
data,

provide quality control ,

redirect or abort projects when neces-
sary

Specific Political and Legal Questions.

What now determines ... ?

FIGURE 15.

Whether broadcast traditions, publishing traditions or telephone traditions
respecting control over information content shall prevail in cable tele-
vision?

Whether the school board would pass on educational materials to be
shown on a TV channel in the way it now passes on textbooks used in the
school? Whether the Federal Communications Commission's Fairness
Doctrine would apply? What a teacher's rights to switch to a noncurricu-
,ium channel might be? A student's? A parent's?

If the use of private facilities for state-approved seaming continues to grow,
what shall govern the rights and the obligations of teachers when, tradi-
tionally, private employers have had much greater freedom in hiring and
firing employees than school boards have?

What happens to rights of privacy or to rights of access to information
when the information itself is transferred from an institution following one
set of traditions on this score to one following another? When the alloca-
tion of an information function flows from one industry ilp another? When
en information function flows from one industry to another? When infor-
mation held by an international organization moves across national
boundaries? 1

4

if satellite surveys of natural resources move from experiment to routine
operation, virlib shall operate such systems? Who ,shell have access to the
informaticin 'about natural resources and other data collected by these
satellites? Whetheraperation and access shall be public? Private? National?
Intematli*ei?
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Ihe reviewing process should avoid
second-guessing authors or substituting
the views of the reviewers for those of
the authors. Reviewers can press their
views as strongly as they wish, but the
authors take the final responsibility for
their product and may treat what the
reviewers say as advisory only

The organization and procedures of
the review will in each case be worked
out by the Program Director in consulta-
tion with the reviewing group and the
authors. Experience has shown that at
least one meeting between the authors
and the reviewers is very desirable.

Matters of purely stylistic editing
are most efficiently dealt with at the time
of editing of a final draft, Thus this need

4

r
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FIGURE 16.

What now determines ... ?

Underlying Questions.

How patterns of access to information will be distributed among nations?
Among individual citizens? What the likely effects of different patterns will
he on political and economic processes? Locally? Nationally? Globally?

How joint growth or tradeoff among information and transportation func-
tions will affect the distribution of people and of material and energy
resources?

How the very suppliers and users of information themselves will be altered
by changes in the means of learning? By the changes in organizational
structure and changes in the pattern of power in organizations associated
with new patterns of flow and control of information?

FIGURE 17. Basic Policy Questions.

What are the implications for information users of jockeying among old
and new information organizations for old and new information markets?

What are the likely effects on information users of increasing or decreasing
competition among old and new information organizations?

How does the traditional mixture of private enterprises and public agencies
serve information users? What would be the likely effects on users of shift-
ing the allocation of any information functionX from one industry or agency
to another? From the public sector to the private sector or vice versa? From
national to international control or vice versa?

How responsive are traditioru;1 patterns of governmental and other public
intervention in information systems to the needs or demands of informa-
tion users? What would be the likely effects of extending or curtailing in-
tervention nationally? Internationally? What alternative patterns are avail-
able? With what likely effects?

,What governs the nature and the rate of technological innovation in Infor-
*talon systems; and with what likely effect on information users?

20



not seriously concern the review group.
The key questions that reviewers

should bear in mind are as follows

a. When reading work plans.
O Is the context of the plan 'early

described?

O Are tasks and products explicitly
defined in the plan?

O Are resources specified in the plan
consonant with the tasks?

O Is the proposed budget realistic?

b When reading report drafts
O Is the report clear and concise'

O Is the report convincing?

Policy Instruments.

Laissez-faire

Taxes

Tax write-offs

Regulation of price, quality and
entry

Standards

Research and development

Prohibitions; financial and
criminal sanctions

Subsidies

O Is the report ccmpl:.:e,

O Is the report fair?

O Could a conflict of interest harm thc
report?

a. Plans
Is the context of the plan clearly
described?

Are the current policy issues or the gaps
in our knowledge to which the plan is ad-
dressed clearly specified? Are the as-
sumptions on which the work will be
based stated explicitly? Is there concrete
evidence of the basis in existing knowl-
edge on which the proposed work will
build? Is there satisfactory evidence that
related or similar research efforts are

Rewards for innovation and
invention

Incentives, e.g., matching funds

Model legislation

Import/export trade
management

Information exchange

Establishing or supporting an
industrial base by government
purchase

Establishing new institutions
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known to the investigators' Is a solid case
made for the need for the work? Is the
work consistent with the goals of the Pro-
gram on Information Technologies and
Public Policy? Does the work naturally
match the interests of any prospective
sponsors? Could the work be done at
least as well elsewhere? Are the audi-
ences for the work (and the expected
value of the work to these audiences)
clearly identified?

Are tasks and products explicitly de-
fined in the plan?

Is the work organized? Are tasks spelled
out enough to provide dear guidance to
those who will be carrying them out? Are
clearly identifiable products specified for

FIGURE 18.

Although attention to government
regulation has tended to focus on such
means as the copyright laws or the
Federal Communications Commission,
the range of the tools of government
that may or may not be exercised is far
wider. (Listing adapted from Joseph F.
Coates, Structural Failure: The Case
of Local Government, an unpublished
paper.)

Government control or monopoly

Building civil works

Propaganda

Fear

11



20 each task? Is a procedure for further de-
fining a subsequent phase and for decid-
ing whether or not to undertake it clearly
specified as a task in the preceding
phase?

Are resources specified in the plan
consonant with the tasks?

Are the resources of Harvard University
and of the Program on Information Tech-
nology and Public Policy appropriate to
the tasks? Is there a clear, adequate com-
mitment of qualified faculty and Program
administration time to the tasks? Is there
a reasonable plan for recruiting talents
not already in place and committed to the
tasks? Is there reasonable assurance that
proposed information sources are ade-
quate and accessible enough to assure a
solid factual base for the work in each
task?

Is the propOsed budget realistic?

Can all tasks in the first phase be com-
pleted within specified time and dollar
budgets? Is there a reasonable allowance
for detailing subsequent Phases?

b. Reports

Is the report clear and concise?

Are the arguments and expositions intel-
ligible to the intended audience? Is the
style of the report consistent throughout

or, if not, is there a good reason? Are
tnere statements that are ambiguous or
rrlOy be misunderstood? Are technical
terms explained? Do figures anci tables
support inferences madefron? them?
Does each figure or table have a func-
tion? Are additional figures or tables
needed? Are the style and organization
adequate?

Is the report convincing?

Are the arguments likely to be convincing
to the layman? Has a thorough effort been
made to marshal reliable data? If there
are strong or extreme statements, are
they adequately supported and docu
mented? Are there arguments that should
be recast and made more cogent^ Are
there illogical or incomplete arguments?
In short, do the authors make a good case
for their views ,from the standpoint of a
less involved or committed audience?

Is it complete?

Are important relevant points omitted?
Are some topics slighted and others over-
emphasized? If so, does this bias the
report?

Is it fair?

Are the viewpoints of others fairly pre-
sented? If there are strong criticisms of
institutions or individuals, are they ade-
quately documented? If a policy or action
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is attacked, is the policy in question fully
understood or described? If a highly novel
and not generally accepted viewpoint is
expressed, is it identified as such9

Conflict of interest?

Is there material that is likely to appear as
excessive special pleading? Are recom-
mendations being made for expenditure
of funds that will benefit institutions (in-
cluding Harvard University) with which
the authors are connected?

c. Conclusion

virtually none of the questions listed
above elicits simple answers. Exercise
of sensitive judgment is essential. The
authors should be given the benefit of the
doubt unless the possibility exists that the
report will not creditably represent them
or the Program on Information Tech-
nologies and Public Policy


